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Do we see Climate change in the fundamentals of Geodesy? 

In reference systems –  
most likely YES In the gravity field - YES 

In the planet’s rotation – WHY NOT? 



 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/u8pfpvbvqozq1cn/ToR_ICCC_2020.pdf  
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https://syrte.obspm.fr/~bizouard/ipercc/index.html. 

https://syrte.obspm.fr/~bizouard/ipercc/index.html


Earth orientation parameters： 

 x, y pole coordinates 

 UT1-UTC  

 dX, dY nutation corrections 

 

x, y pole coordinates 

Length o day   precision 

LOD     

  

Observed EOP 
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nutation corrections 



Angular momentum balance 
In non-rotating   in rotating frame 

 
 

системах координат 

Euler equations of solid body rotation 

Euler frequency 

Angular velocity vector 

Tensor of Inertia 

Complex linearized Euler-Liouville 
Equation for equatorial components 

Excitation functions 
For axial component 

ℎ = 𝑐 13 + 𝑖𝑐 23 

Complex angular momentum 
function 

Tensor of inertia changes,  mass component с  
motion component h 

 
 
 

 
 

Ψ = Ψ1 + 𝑖Ψ2 

L.V.Zotov,  

Aspects of the Earth rotation theory 



Precession, nutation and motion of the pole 

Precession and nutation with periods of 
26 000 and 18.6 years caused by the tidal influence of 
the Sun and Moon 

Polar motion with amplitude up to 10 m 
Is caused by geophysical processes – 
Angular momentum exchange between  
ocean, atmosphere, core, and solid Earth 



Paleoclimate over 1 million years 
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Into the past->  



Polar tide potential 

Additional potential expressed through 
second Love  number  k2~0.3 

Secular Love number  ks 

Complex Love number 

Complex Chandler frequency 

Ocean influence on dissipation, polar tide response, 
modifies eigen frequency, provides excitation L.V.Zotov, SAI MSU 

Centrifugal potential 

Chandler wobble 

Substitution gives 

Modified Chandler frequency 

Earth’s axis position 



Excitation is given  

in form of effective 

angular momentum 

functions 

Euler-Liouville equation for polar motion 

p(t) – complex polar motion trajectory 

Complex chandler frequency             fc=365.25/433 cycles per year     period T=433 days 

 Q – quality factor 

   from 60 to 150, 

     we used 

Q=100 

Geophysical excitation Geodetic excitation 
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T       Q 



H. Jeffreys 



Mass term      Motion term 

Angular momentum – geophysical excitation 

Effective angular momentum 
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Oceanic Angular Momentum OAM 

input to the polar motion 

C 



Oceanic Angular Momentum OAM +  

Atmospheric Angular Momentum AAM 

 input to the polar motion 

C 



EGU 2020 - 13554 



Long-term changes of the annual 
water runoff 

River –  

hydrometric station 
ΔWQ/Δy* 

The linear trend coefficient, 

km3/1year 

1935-2013 1975-2013 

Sev.Dvina - Ust-Pinega +5.3%/+15mm +0.098 +0.091 

Mezen - Malonisogorskaya -1.7%/-6mm +0.005 +0.029 

Pechora - Ust-Tsilma +4.6%/+20mm +0.173 +0.184 

Ob -  Salekhard -0.4%/-0.7mm +0.089 -0.089 

Yenisey -  Igarka +5.4%/+13mm +0.696 +0.922 

Olenek - Sukhana +12.2%/+21mm +0.066 +0.113 

Lena -  Kyusyur +7.4%/+16mm +1.080 +2.214 

Yana – Jiangky/Yubileynaya +12.8%/+18mm - - 

Kolyma -  Srednekolymsk  +4.6%/+9mm +0.081 +0.451 

*change of annual water runoff in 1976-2013 in comparison with the value of  

annual water runoff in 1935-1975 

Severnaya Dvina –  

Ust-Pinega 

Pechora - 

Ust-Tsilma 

Ob -  Salekhard 

Yenisey -  Igarka 

Lena -  Kyusyur 

Kolyma -  Srednekolymsk  

Credit: 
N. Frolova 



glaciations  

Luni-solar tides    

1 day 365 days 10 years 
 

103 years 104 years 106  105 years 

Tectonics   Core-mantle coupling  
  
 

Hydrological  effects and climate  influences 

atmosphere            ocean 

12 h 102 years 

Well-modelled 

Geophysical processes  
influencing Earth rotation 

from 1 to 1 000 000 years 

credit: C. Bizouard 
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Motion of the Earth’s pole  

EOP CO1 

1846-2018  

step 0.05 yr  

iyxtp )(

2D trajectory 

PM precision 
 

Coordinates of 
the pole 
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Glacial isostatic adjustment  
(Paulson  et al. 2007) 
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Trends in the polar motion and postglacial rebound 





Agreement between C21  S21 from SLR and GRACE with PM trends 

Leonid Zotov, Christian Bizouard, C.K. Shum, Vera Zinovieva, Analysis of the Second Degree Stokes Coefficients of Geopotential 
and Earth Rotation Trends, AIP proceedings & EGU-2018 

We can conclude: climatological mass redistribution is responsible for polar motion drift. 

April 18, 2016 C.K. Shum wrote to Leonid:  it looks like Erik and Surendra had stole your thunder and the idea that we 
discussed in Moscow in the train to/from St. Petersburg! 
 
 



Geodesy and Geodynamics, China, 
Volume 7, Issue 3, May 2016, Pages 216–222 

L.V.Zotov, SAI MSU 
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Global mean temperature and sea level rise 



Global temperature and sea level changes 

L. Zotov at all. Multidecadal and 6-year variations of LOD, IOP, 2020 in press 



Cross-spectrum of Sea Level and temperature T 
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60- 20- 10-year variations of the Global temperature and Sea level, 
Extracted by MSSA 

L.V.Zotov, SAI MSU 

Temperature anomaly (HadCRUT4) 

Sea Level anomaly (Jevrejeva et al.) Sea Level anomaly (Church and White) 



EGU2020-4643 

Anny Cazenave 



 



Atlantic multidecadal oscillation AMO 

as a cause of 60-year global temperature changes 

MSSA L=22 years, parabolic trend removed 

Atlantic 
Multidecadal 
Oscillation (Wiki) 



 Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation AМO 



Warming whole in North Atlantic in 2018 

See Jennifer Mecking et all. EGU2020-6802 



EGU 2020 



 

EGU2020-7815 



The intriguing relation between 
Earth's rotation, geomagnetism, 

and climate at multidecadal time 
scales 

Sébastien Lambert 

SYRTE, Observatoire de Paris - Université PSL, CNRS, Sorbonne Université, LNE 
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EGU2020-10437 

http://syrte.obspm.fr/~lambert/lodclimate 

http://syrte.obspm.fr/~lambert/lodclimate


Results: LOD vs SST 

36 

In the correlation plots, the successive shaded areas around the black line represent the 68%, 95%, and 99% 
confidence intervals. In the correlation maps, only correlation significant at more than 95% are reported. In 
both, the lag is negative when LOD precedes SST. I confirmed here the significant correlations between LOD 
and SST concentrated along North Atlantic (see Marcus 2016) with a small lag of a few years. 



trend 2.2 ms/century 

Long-term LOD, temperature changes, and magnetic dipole strength 



3.6 cm/year 
2.2 ms/century 



IOP, 2020, in Press 





https://syrte.obspm.fr/astro/
journees2019/index.php?pa
ge=presentation_pdf 



One possible mechanism, proposed by anonymous reviewer of Journal of Geodesy 

Global Earth temperature is 
inversely related to average 

global cloud coverage 
 (McLean, 2014) 

More solar energy comes to the 
atmosphere and ocean 

Thermal expansion of the ocean 
and atmosphere 

Decrease of atmospheric and 
oceanic angular momentum 

Solid Earth rotates faster 

Oblatness is changing, which changes the shape  
of core-mantle boundary 

It influences the outer-core pressure and flow, which results in the variations of magnetic field 



Тренды зонального AAM ECMWF и NCEP  

Zotov L., Sidorenkov N.S., C. Bizouard, C.K. Shum, Wenbin Shen Multichannel singular spectrum analysis of the axial atmospheric angular momentum, Geodesy and Geodynamics, Volume 8, Issue 6, 
2017, Pages 433-442, KeAi, China, doi:10.1016/j.geog.2017.02.010.  

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1674984716301331?via%3Dihub




IOP, 2020, in Press 

18.9 and 66 years, 



Tidal variations and LOD 

L.V.Zotov, SAI MSU 

max 

IERS zonal tide model 



Tidal Earth rotation velocity changes 



28-29 Oct 2020 



EOP PC    http://hpiers.obspm.fr/ 

 

El Nino fingerprint in LOD, acceleration of the Earth since 2015 



LOD and Atmospheric processes 

El Nino 

El Nino 

El Nino 





To conclude: 
It could be, that LOD variability and natural climate variations are 

coupled stronger then it was expected. 
 

Mechanisms could be more complicated, than in case  
of polar motion drift. 

 
It could be that: 

Moon tides modulate geophysical processes and LOD (currents in 
North Atlantic, El Nino, tidal deceleration of the Earth). 

. 
Internal processes in the Earth reflected in the magnetic field,  

can influence planet’s rotation and heat release. 



Singular spectrum analysis of polar motion 
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SSA-decomposition of X-coordinate of the pole

Chandler component

annual component

trend









Filtered Chandler wobble and its envelope 



Filtered Chandler wobble and its envelope 

blue – Gabor window transform 
red – 12-year mooving average 
orange - module |X+iY| 

L.V.Zotov, SAI MSU 

  See Doctoral thesis by L. Zotov 
  http://lnfm1.sai.msu.ru/~tempus/disser/index.htm 
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Sum of terms in comparison with  
reconstructed chandler excitation envelope 

Chandler excitation envelope 

Amplitude A(t) derivative 

Filtered Chandler wobble and its excitation 

phase φ(t) derivative 

Chandler wobble 
amplitude A(t) term 
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Chandler excitation 

Chandler wobble 

A(t) 

E(t) 

Filtered Chandler wobble and its excitation modeling 



Comparison of excitations for Chandler wobble 

L.V.Zotov, SAI MSU Oceanic excitation OAM 

Atmospheric excitation AAM 

Oceanic + Atmospheric excitation 



Module of the absolute ААМ ECMWF wind term  
in the Chandler frequency band 
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Module of the absolute ААМ ECMWF pressure term  
in the Chandler frequency band 

4.0e-04 
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Panteleev’s band-pass filters 



Comparison of LOD modulations and Chandler wobble amplitude changes 



 

Low-frequency synchronization in the dynamical system 



What if amplitude changes of Chandler Wobble reflects low-frequency synchronization in the dynamical system 

??? 







Conclusions 

• Climate signals present in excitations of LOD and PM 
• Mass term can be accessed through GRACE and GRACE-FO 
• Water cycle is very important, hydrological and glaciological changes can 

shift the axis of the Earth, annual oscillation can also become phase shifted 
• Sea level, related to both figure of the Earth and climate can demonstrate 

forward and backward links to Earth rotation  
• Atlantic Ocean gives evident input into Earth temperature variations, which 

are correlated with Earth rotation velocity on 60 yr scale 
• If we can predict climate and ERP together better, then separately, then 

there is “Granger causality” between them 
• We should promote Climate and Earth rotation working group and our 

ideas. Very few scientists understand the importance of this 
interdisciplinary scientific field. 



 

Thank you for attention! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The talk is supported by 111 plan (NSFC Grant No. B17033) 
of Wuhan University  

and NRU HSE Grant No.20-04-033 



Earth rotation 

Post-glacial rebound 

Fresh water 

Inner core 

Mantle 

Oceans 

Fluid core 

Earthquakes 

credit: C. Bizouard 
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Переводим экваториальный AAM из TRF в CRF 

Ветровая компонента AAM 

-24/25.8 сут-1 

-24/29.3 сут-1 

1/13.6 сут-1 

1/7 сут-1 



b Since 1962 

a 

Wavelet-scalogramm of LOD 
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Stochastic forcing of north tropical Atlantic sea surface  

temperatures by the North Atlantic Oscillation 



Trends from GRACE  in the Ocean Bottom Pressure 

  Don Chambers data 

                                                                                                                                                






